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NOTaTION 
In the figures the follo"ling notation bas been used. 
P, the applied lnteral load 
P
e
, the applied lateral load at the elastic limit of 
beom-column 
1-1, the bending 1:loment at fI section 
H , the bending moment e at the elastic limit 
6 , the center deflection of the beam-column 
8
e
, the center deflection when the load P \-IDS applied e 
£.., the maximuI1 fiber str:;;in for beam-columns test-ed l.Jithout 
an axial load. Uhen an axial IOCJd UGS applied this strain, 
the flexur31 strain, i,·J8S one-half of the difference be-
tvleen the maximurn fiber strain s • 
c , the fiber strain at the elastic li~~t of the material 
e 
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1. Object and Scope of the Investigation 
1 
This program is concerned \.;1. th the determin2tion of the struc-
tural parameters required to predict the response of frames and frame 
components to both static and dynamic loads. Thus far in the program 
emphasis has been placed on the experimental investigation of the proper-
ties of a frame component which includes the column of the fraBe and a 
portion of the floor or roof system framing into it 0 This colunm, plus 
tl~e floor system restraint, is the beam-colunn specimen which is discussed 
in ttos report. Since the loading condition of interest at this time is 
a lateral load applied to the frame at the floor or roof level» a study 
is being made of the response of the beam-column specimens for lateral 
loading conditionso 
In this report the results of a portion of a series of tests 
on beam-column sl~cimens are summarized. In the series of tests discussed 
consideration has been given to the effect of the direction of tile load 
application when the lateral load produces Lending about one of the 
principal axes of the cross section. In addition, some information is 
includea on the influence of axial loads on the· response of the beam-
column specimenso 
In the last section of the ref·ort a brief summary has been in-
c113ded of the work· that has been done on the effect of the orientation 
of ~he crOES section liLth respect to the applied lateral loado Thus far 
in the program this problem has teen analytically studied and the pro-
g.rwn for the experimental investigation has been planned. 
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2 
This report is a final report of s research project conducted 
in the F.ngineering Experiment Station of the University of nlinois, 
Department of Civil Engineering, and sFODsored by the vlright Air Develop-
ment Center, Department of the Air Force, under Contract AF 33(616)-1700 
The work constitutes a part of the structural research pro-
gram of the Department of Civil Engineering under the general direction 
of N. H. Ne1-nnark, Research Professor of structural Engineering& The 
research project vIaS 1.IDder the direct supervision of F. Lo Howland 9 
Research Associate in Civil Engineering. The research was performed b.y 
u. E~ger, R. r-fayer,jak, and R. Hunz, Research Assist[~nts in Civil Engin-
eeringe In addition to the regular ~~oject personnel assistance was ob-
tained from Capto J .. Frazer of the Army Corps of Engine.ers, Lt. H 0 Francy 
of the Navy, Clnd 1st Lto R. Grubcuf,h of the Air Force, "[-Iho are stationed 
here to pursue a course of study in Structural Dynamics. 
The author 1'lishes to acknollledee the assistance of \! 0 Ho l.Jmse ~ 
2esearch Associate Professor of Civil Engineeri~g, G. K. Sinnamon, Re-
senrch As~istCint Professor of Civil Engineering and H. J. Hall~ Research 
AssociDte in Civil Engineering in planning the program and in the in-
terpretation of the test results. 
30 Summnr;r of the Results of the Investigation 
Since the investigction of the parameters influencing t.he 
response of beam-column specimens has Dot been completed during the 
period covered by this report9 only general observations can be stated. 
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Ho-wever ~ in the next section of this report the results of the beam-
column tests are described and the experimentally determined load-deflec-
tion and moment-strain relationships are presented in the figureso 
From the load-deflection relationships it can be seen that, 
in the cases where no axial load was applied, the lateral load increased 
Hith the deflection until the failure condition 'tolas developed. The rate 
of increase of the lateral load was less than the rate for the original 
elastic loading cendi tien. ~Jhen an a,-v::ial load 't-1f.lS added, the rate of 
increase of the lateral load after the elastic lim t t-las exceeded was 
found u, be less than the rate for s}:€cimens tested vIi thout the axial 
load. l{hen the a}~al load was large, as in the case of specimen 
J~2 S 4 H 13oiO, the lateral load decreased lIith increasing deflection 
soon after the naximum load was applied to the specimene 
During the ;~st year some interest has been placed on deter-
nining the influence of an axial load, 1;.;hich is constant throughout the 
loading~ on the basic response of the beam-columns. From the t~o tests 
mel1tioned in this rer:ort the arial load influence is realized in two 'VlBYS: 
first9 the axial load changes the moment-strain relationship (the moment-
cth-vature re1atioTIship)~ the change depending on the shape of the cross 
section and on the magnitude of the axial load, and second~ the ~cial 
load will affect the load-deflection relationship directly qy contributing 
to the bending moment at arry section along the beom. In the tests it Has 
found that~ if the axial load is small, the effect of the axisl load on 
the moment-strain relationship may be slight but~ the influence of the 
axial load on the load deflection relationship may be large particularly 
in the development of a failure condi tlon. This study is continuing at 
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this time both ~J means of experiment21 s~udies and also by ~na~ical 
studies llsing the 'elementary theory of plasticity·. This theory neglects 
the tiI:l9 effects and uses as a stress-strain relntionship the stress-
strain relationship similar to the results obt~ined from static tel1sion 
tests. A rather complete discuesion of this theory is presented in 
Seely and 8mi th, rr Advanced I:rechanics of Haterials n, second edition, 
',riley, 1952'1 
In the series of tests discussed in this re~~rt onLy one case 
of shear interaction occurreO.. From this test it was found th~t the 
shearine forces noticeably chanGo the monent-stroin relationship and 
tend to reduce the capacity of the bean-column.. Thus far, hOHeVCr$l 
nothinG has "oeeD done on tIle pro bleD. of cO:lbined flex'J.xe, s~:8:Jr, end 
e.::dal loadQ !·,:t this tins, r,;. Jo Hall of the stGff of this laboratory 
nos been inciel.::enc;.ently stu/~~yinG the sher.:r problem nnd the results of 
tl'.is in78stigat,ion i..'ill be :-lade uvoilo' :le for use in this f(I"of,I'orn., 
RFBTRICT:1) 
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II. STATIC TT,'SIS OF BEA1J~OLm"lNS 
4 0 Introduction 
As uas centioned in the first section of this report the 
beam-column tests have boen performed to deternine what variables i:nc-
fluence the static response of beam-columns when the loads are applied 
statically. The inforoation obtained fron these te·sts provide ll in 
a6di tion 9 inforoation for analytical studies '''h5. ch are nade to deduce 
the interaction of these v<:lriablcs~ 
5 
Thus far in this program only the interaction bet\-leen the 
bendinG load and axial loads has :;ecn studied.. In tl1ese studies the 
prinnry interest has been pl~ced on the influence of the axinl load ens 
first9 the moment curvoture relatioDs:h..ip and~ seconci, on t!:8 loac~.,.Qeflcc-
tiOD l"elationsnipo In a cert&in senE::·e these relationships 8re ~_]lter­
connected Since 9 if the Doment curvature relationship is kno1-m? the 
lO[ld.-deflection relationship can be deduced for given ooundcry conditions" 
In the study conducted to date the s peciIlcns have been tested foI' be:i"id"", 
ine about the principal axes of the cross sectione Another phase of 
the program is a stll0Y of the effect of obliq'U8 loading conditions uhich 
result in nonsYlTIetric81 L endingo This latter problem vIlli be discussed 
in the next section o£ the reporto 
In the remainder of th~. s section of tLe report a brief 08S ... 
cription is preselltc--d of the test specinens9 the test apparatus ar}d 
instrtrrlentation~ tUG results and conparisons of the tests g and n brief 
surD21ary of the general features of the test results~ 
The essential features of the tests of beam colurms are 
summarized in Table Io In Table II9 the detailed results of these 
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tests are s~arizedo A brief summary of the yield stresses found for 
the materials used in the fabrication of the speci.:llens, is in Table 1110 
5.:; Beam Column Test Sp:;cmens 
The beam-colrnnn SpeciIJCnS tested in tilis fortio::1 of the 1-"1'0.:. 
(Tan simulate a single column, pin connected at its base9 from a s~-uc-
tural steel frame... The floor or roof system i"r8:llng into the colnrm 
has been s1.r:lulated by fastening a stuD section to the center of the 
col nIln section. Thus far in the program the stuD connection has been a 
fully welded connection ·ur.J.clJ. p~oi7ides full restraint to the col1.:I:J:J at 
tris center location. ~~ det3il of the connectiar~ used throuc;hou-t this 
};X)rtIo~ of the proG-;ra:1 is sho~m in Fig g 1.. As can b~ seen j.:1 thls 
ficure the connection used is cOIJsider<Jol:l TIlOI'9 :rigid than t!-lG c0l'"mectioD 
iD81zstic :response d.esiI'ed uill OC·::!ill""' outslce of the det,::dJ... Tht:.; stub 
[:J..80 provides tbo locat:i.on for appl~;;-ing the 18t2ral lond to ·(,~'le spcc-'l 7r1eno 
In tl' e axial load tests tl:'8 8:-.:ial lO:Jd is applied t,l'.:.ro"\.:,,~;h the 
end :re8~tions in such a ~.JDY t.l1st. the lODd is eS5Gntiall~y' concentl"'ically 
applied tr.roughout the test of -th9 sr.:€cL'"71en 0 In Elll of t~ese t2.sts 
the ox:ial load -"i[JS I:laint.sir.ed at a co!}stant valu.e tlJ.rouGhcut the testa 
To in·terpret the !'csul ts of these be8s-colUTilD tests it h8S 
been felt that definite inforr:ationshould C€ oot.aincd of t.te me8h8~:lcal 
pror:erties of interest but the dist.ribution of t~ese f;Topert:ies th.rougb. 
the cross section are also of some iDportance~ In order to deter~ne 
the distribution of the mecl18nical prop€rties~ test coupons have been 
taken from the center section of each of the specimensq After the 
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coupon block \,.]as removed') the ends of the specinen uere rewelcied" Since 
this Held is in the center of tl:.e fully restrained portion of -:'he speci-
mon it shou~d not appreciably influence the response of the bemn-columI1o 
From each of the coupon blocks t1.JO types of coupons are oade. The first 
are standard one-half by one-quarter inch tension coupons l.,rhich are 
test.ed statically to o~_;tain the engineering stress-strain curve for 
tensile lo~ding. Generally -tP..ree coupons are nade for each flanGe of 
the ~ection [;nd the \Oleb is subdivided to povide as many coupons as is 
r-ossible. The results of these static tension tests have been sULnarized 
in Tuble III i-Jhere the average yield stress IS sho,"r.a for various 10ea-
tions in ths cross sect/ion of each of the beaI!}aColUt-ml specinlenS tested 
-':.:.hus .faro 
The second sc~~ of coupons are used to t3.et.arm::Cne th(;; di strihl:'-
tiOLJ of tl'}8 relut:tve h6:rdness v3lucs os deter.c:i.ned Ly tile Rocl~]ell hal"d-
ness testo These hE;Tdness 'V31ues CB:r}D;:)t be used to cieter:'Ji:ue the :yi.eld 
stress at c gi veIl point but c~o indiccte ho~,r the :rie1d stress 'i7sries 
-throughout the section", In genercJl the haj, ... dness Slli--veys il"}cLicate' the 
Sa2Ti2 districutior:: of yield stress as has been f~und from the t8Ylsion 
coupo:nSo 
Tr..rcu.gnout the series of tests perforrr:ed to date ti'.IS8 le:ogt..1.S 
of beam-collwdl have been used. In the early pt.L8ses cf the tests~ 
~,!i th e span of tHel ve 8:!1d four feet 1-Jere tested.. It :·128 fOlmd in these 
test.s tA"lat, if the shearing forces Here re18tively 10\-19 thare 1-laS no 
essential difference be-Gween the test results 0 -.!hen the shear fcrcc~s 
became imr::-ortant L1arked, influences on the res:ponse occurredc R01tr9Ver9 
for the tests performed thus far 9 the inclusion of the shear problem 
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would complic~te the study of the effect of av~al lo~d ?n the response 
and it Has decided that the specimen length should be such that the 
shear forces would not influence the resultso 
In addition to the effect of shear on the response? it ues 
noted that the speci1Ilens y]i th the u,lelve foot span generally failed by 
lateral buckling at a relativelj~ low maxioum fiber strain. It W8S de-
cided that beam-colUlIlIl specimens shoudl be of such a length that the 
lateral stiffness vlOulc1 be sufficiently large to prevent early lateral 
8 
bucklinge To acconplish this balance~ a specimen length of approximately 
eight feet 'i.-laS used for the last part of the proeram ~ 
60 Test Apparutu~ 
The test apparc.tus can best be described by considering it in 
the follm.ling order~ the end-reaction system, the loteral loc.:.uing sys=-
tern, the center restr3ininc system~ and the axial loading apparotusGo 
complete test arrangerlent Hi thout t...he axial load apparatus is sho'.-m in 
Fig .. 2c 
The End Reaction System: In order to provide an end-re60tioIl 
system which 1Jould provide the minimum of constraint to the ends of the 
bemn-column speciraens a knife edge system. was designed and constr-'J.ctedo 
The general fe[Jtures of this system are shovm in Fig ~ 3 ~ In addition 
to the requirement of mininum end restraint the end reaction sys~8m is 
used to measure the vertical reaction by means o£ weigh~bars located in 
the supporting tic bars 0 The details of this measuring ~.rstem -r.-rill be 
descri bed in the next section of this reporto 
T'ne Lateral Loading System: During this series of tests two 
u,rstems have been uaed to apply the lateral load to the test sp9cimenso 
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In the :first tests a compression jacldng system 'Was usedo In tIns sys-
ten the specimen was deformod by pushing down on the stub yith a com-
pression hydraulic jackQ Since this system is relatively stable if the 
specimen does not t'tJist~ the procedure was used for the first six tests 
perforned~ 
Hhen the longer specimen with s 6 I 12~5 section 1<l8S t.ested 
the lateral deflection became sufficiently large for the 'compression 
jacking s.ystem to upset9 To overcome the danger of upsetting the jack-
ing system Hhen the specimens are a.~ially landed ~ the lateral loading 
SJYstem was modified to increase the stabili~J of the systemo The in-
creased stability 'Has obtained by using a tension jacking system ub-j ch 
pulls tbe speciwen dm·1Tr..1ard. This system is shm.Jn in Fig 0 4.. This 
tension jacking systerJ. Hill be used in all future tests of the bear:p 
column specimens 0 
The Center Restraining System ~ U:'1en the tension j ack!.ng sys~ 
tern Has added a smell anount of 18teral movement oceured which CDn in-
duce a lateral buckling failurao To prevent this failure froD o(;curring 
at strains close to the elastic limit strain, t:l center restraini:nz sys-
tem H£lS introduced. This system is sl1o~m in Fig. 50 The restrailling 
system perm ts the specimen to move vertically douDHard by adding 
restraining forces through a roller-rail syste2. The forces introduced 
in this system do not seriously affect the test results since tbe app-
lied loads 'uere measured at the end reactions 0 
The Axial Loading Apparatus 1 For the specimens ~lhich "-Jere 
tested under combined bending and ayial loads, special apparatus ~,;(}S 
required to apply the axial load and naintain it at a constnnt nagni-
tude throughout the test~ As show in Figo 6 the apparatus Has essenCllO 
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tially tv]O cross beams st the end reactions yhich 'Here linked by a tie 
rod system. The applied axial load was neasured by means of dynamometers 
located in the tie barso The axial load was applied by a hydraulic jack 
placed between the end reaction and the cross c-eam at that end. At the 
other end of the specimen the thrust was transferred directly from the 
cross beam to the sfecimen. In both cases the linkage be"tYeen the cross 
eeST:ls and the end reaction plates was accol~}plished ',11 th knife edGes 
"lhieh permit the specimen to deflect in the direction of the applied 
lateral load. 
The overall stwbility of the axial loading apparatus has been 
obtained by muking the cross beams in the fom of a uun such that the 
tie b~rs join the ends of the M~' at a point ben~een the end reaction 
and the center of the s f-€cinen 0 The sta bill ~J of the overall s:rstcrn 
has been increased further by using t1t10 tie bars, oriented in a vertical 
plane on e8ch side of the spccimeno 
In order to support the axial loading [;ystem and to eJiI:linate 
the vertical load on the knife edges, roller guides 9 1rJhich support the 
cross beams 9 yere attached to the end reaction systemQ The point of 
support was placed so that the cross beams are supported along a line 
passing through the knife edge q In the tests performed to dateS) the 
str~in distribution across the section of the beam-column indicate5 
that the applied load was nearly axia19 1Ji th some discrepancy resulting 
from the deflection of the specimen during the application of the axial 
lo~do 
70 Instrumentation 
In the static tests of the bea~olumn specimens the instru-
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nent3tion used. fa 11s il1to three cateGori8s: firSt9 the lond r::cGstl.ring 
s-Jcter:~ <J second 9 tl:e c.i.eteITrwation of the ma--ci=1un fiber strDins and the 
in so~-:c detail w 
11 
Ioac. lreasurlnc ~"7ste~: To dct.€rr..::ine tl:c load.::: ~?plied to the 
.-,' (..1:'; P. inc:'icutc:.:-'f 
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The major problem in the axial londing S,ystem was to main-
tain the applied axial load at a nearly constant magnitudeo In the 
first axial load test this was done by controlling the pressure in the 
hydraulic system. However, it was found toot this system 'VIas not sen-
sitive enough and large fluctuations in the load occurred. To over-
co:ne thi s dirficul ty a null type system was constructed -which provides 
the control of the load bJ s~dng the bridge outputs from the T~igh­
bars uhich form the load measuring system. Because four bridge cir-
cui ts are linked together, the portable strain indicator became insen-
sitive~ However, the lack of sensitivit.1 of the strain system can be 
overcome by using a null type system uhich depends only on a setting 
of the indicator and the use of the indicator galvanometer to det€r-
nine if the system is bulanced. The procedure used is as follovlS! 
The approximnte desired nagnitude of the axial lODd was applied to 
12 
the specimen using the hydraulic pressure gage as en approrlnate rJeasure 
of the load.. ~·fuen the desired load was applied the portable str~:lin 
garre was balc!)ced end the total strain in the dynamometers \105 r03d 
as a reference setting. At all other times during ~e test the L~di­
cator Has set at this rending of strain and the axial load was adjusted 
by rezeroing the galvanometer needle Hhich indicates the balance of the 
indicCltor cireui t • By using this null systen the sensi ti vi ty of the 
control system Has improved since the galvQnoIJeter indicates slight un-
balanced conditions which cannot be accurately determined by readings 
of the strain scale. 
Strain J.1easurement System: Throughout the tests nentioned 
in tids report the maxinum fiber strains and the strain distribution 
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through the cross section of the specimen has been determined in ~iO 
lWYS. For the determination of the shein distribution ~Dd the manmum 
fiber strains, particularly uhen the strcins 't.Jere less than op~:roxi.­
mately 105 p3r cent, ,,,ire-resistance electrical strain gages (Type 
Sp.-4) were usedo At the end of each of the loading intervals ell of 
these strains tIare readc 
To SUPI)lerlent the lJire resi stence gage r00dinss .snd to det8r-
mine the larger stroins, frequent measursmcnts of the maxirrrtL-r:1 f.1. b8r 
str3in T.-lere mClde 1;i th ~ mechDnical strain gage 0 
Deflection l~asuring System: In analyzing the t~st data aDd 
in de'terninine the re~ _--onsa of these s;:::ecil.:f')ns rather ccmplete iI1fcr-· 
mation 1'1~.~S obtained of tl:e chances in the dsflect,8d shape of the [l.:x~:Ji"-" 
mens as a function of thQ 8IJplied load" To provide the cleflcct~3d sh,Jp3 
of tnc 3 f{;ciIl:-BD throu;)lOut the r2:l(c~e in deflections obt.8ined in t118s~.~ 
tests~ two deflection flCOSU.::cine syste::1s -;',jere uscdo The first of the,3€ 
G"yStC::~1S U3S us~'d to neasure the c.eflectcd slu::pe of tbe GI~ciz:-xn1 ,.the!: 
the cC":flcctions ~.<iere snaIl.. In this system:,. P.mes d~alss Il10urrwd OD ;::: 
t€:::m 1·]hich HDS f2ster;ed to the centl"'cl stub)' i-iezoe used to meDSllT8 th8 
1l~1 to the llildeformec axis of the ben~ columno 
:Then the deflections becCillie lElrge Dnd uhen thB later81 EQVB-
me:1ts of the 0i~-ecincn I;Todnced noticeable rotation of the t1JUes dicl 
systen a precision level i,l<;iS used to mec.sure the deflected shn,lJe of 'the 
sy_'.Ccimen relative to the floor of the 18 Doratory. In all of the tests 
performed thus far the agre,-:-ment be tHe en the t1·IO U8[lsureIQent system has 
been qstisfactory up to the point where the deflections ~rere InrCB or 
the errors introduced by the lateral deflections invalidated the Ames 
dial measurements Q 
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80 Testing Procedure 
For all of the tests described in this repoTt the sene method 
of controlling t.~e test \Jas used. The test WElS essentially cO!1t:r~lled 
qy the center deflection of the specimen~ \i~en the desired center de-
flection was obtained the lateral loading ~TaS st.opped and9 if necessary 1 
the lateral load was pend tted to decrease sliGhtly until the defIec"cion 
of the specimen StoPped4 ~4hen the test i:ccluded combined bendinG and 
(J::dGl loads the axial load was naintained Bt a constant magnitude 
throuchout the testo The readings of the load 9 deflections and strains 
uere taken when the deflection of tho specinen stopped" Hhile these 
rC0dings were being !:lade freq-aent checks Here made of the ECtial load 
!7lD[,TIituda 2nd'} if DeCeSS£!ry~ the load ~ms adjusted to i ts prop~r r:la§m.". 
tude., 
Tn all of the tests discussed in this r8I..:ort the spBci::::eTI uas 
lOBded until eitb.er the llilit of the apparatus for side and v8rtlcBl 
deflection ~i~S re3ched or until the applied lateral load Has essent.ia11y 
zero" In the case of the £xially loaded specinens the test 'Was stopped 
li'hen the axial load had to be decrBElsed to prevent further deflect.ion 
of the specin:-en <) 
9.. Ta st He suIt.s for SpecineD 60 S 3 1 7 "2 
The load-deflection snd noment-str8iIl relationships in dio;» 
nensionless fOTlTI are shoun in Figso 7 and 8 respcctively~ In Table II 
the results of t}l..is test have been surm.arized Q For this specirJeD the 
failure was by lateral buckling 1.Jhich li;ri. ted the load carr-.fing cClpnci t:J. 0> 
l-li'ter the load capacity had reached its naxinv.m the deflection lIes COLl<;" 
tinued until the lateral deflection reached the limit of the apparatuso 
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During this continued applicc.tion of deflection the load capacit.1 did 
not decrease 41 The final deflected shape of the specimen is shm·m in 
100 Test Results for Specimen 20 S 3 1 705 
In general, the 20 S specimen responded in the same mnnner 
as the longer specioen (60 s) 6 Because of the shorter span and t.he 
resulting increase in lateral stabili~9 the deformations noted were 
considerably larger than those for the longer specioeno Also it was 
possible to cause larger deformations In. thout any indications of fa11-
ure of the specimen!) The final deflected shape of this sF€cimen is 
sh01m in Fig. 1041 In Figs. 7 and 8 are ShOl!n the di:mensionles~ load ... 
deflection and noment-strain relationshipso ]!'rom Table II it can be 
seen that the elastic li:r:d. t :coment wss considerably levIer than the 
r.oment deternined for s:t=€cinen 60 S .3 1 7050 Referring to Table III 
it can be s~en thct this CDD be eX1Bcted since the yield stress for 
the fIanCe :tlBte.ric:l is Imver thDn the :y""ield stress for the same loca-
tion in the 60 S specimenso 
110 Comparison of. the Test ResultsJor Specimen 60 S 3 1 7 G5 a.~ 
.$pecimen 20 S .3 1 705 
15 
In these specimens the only difference in their behavio~ should 
result from the higher sneoring forces present in the shorter specimen~ 
ITm.Jever 9 FigQ 7 ShOTtIS quite clearly that the shearing forces did ~ot 
result in any decided difference in the rosponse and that the on~r 
differences probably resulted from the increased stability of tile shorter 
specimen 'I./hich perIni tted larger deformationso 
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l2& Test Results for Specimen 60 S 6 1 12,,5 
16 
The dimensionless load-deflection and moment-strain relation-
ships for this specimen are shoHn in Figso II and 120 The clastic limit 
values for the variables have been sunmarized in Table IIo As in the 
case of the long 3 1 705 beam-column specimen the failure of this S:P8ci-
men was also by lateral buckling.. HOHever 9 in this case the buclr..ling 
became so pronounced that the specimen moved from under the loading 
apparatus and resulted in complete unloading of the specimen~ as sho1m 
in Fig. 130 
130 Test Results for SJ)ec:tnen 20 S 6 1 1205 
For this specimen the load-deflection and moment-strain re-
Iaticnsr.d.ps ure sho1-T.Ll in Figs 0 11 and 129 respectively 9 Hhere they may 
be readily compared \Ji th the relationships obtained for the specimen 
60 s 6 1 1205Q Because of the greater stClbility of this sl-::eciP.len re=-
sulting from its shorter length the deformations were larger than those 
for the preceding specineno H01.Jever, the length 'H8S such that the shear 
stresses in the 1-1eb of the section exceeded the shear yield point of the 
mat~rial and the inelastically stressed D.aterial eventually included 
the Hhole 1<leb of the test beamo The final failure of the specimen 1-l8S 
by local buckling of the flanges 0) This local buckling vIas accompanied 
by SOl:1e leteral deflection but did not result in an apprecic ble decrease 
in the capacity of the specimeTIo The final deflected shape of the speci-
men is shown in Figo y.~o 
140 Test Resu1 ts for Specimen 42 S 6 1 1202 
This was the first test of the 6 1 1205 section subjected to 
combined bending and axial loads~ From Table I the features of the 
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test specimen are sUlTIIIlarizedo In Table II the test results have been 
summarized. In Fig~ 11 the dimensionless load-deflection relationship 
17 
for this specimen is shown. In this figure the load-deflection relation-
ship has been compared '\d th the re18tionship obtained for specimens 
60 s 6 1 12~5 and 20 S 6 1 12050 
In Fig. 15 the experimentally determined moment-strain re-
lstionship is shown. The nerural strain used in the moment-strain re-
lationship is one-half of the difference between the top and bottom 
maximum fiber strains I> In this figure the moment has been subdivided 
into the contribution of the axial and lateral loads to the bending 
nomento In Figo 12 the dimensionless moment-strain relationship is 
shown in comparison with the moment-strain relationships for specimens 
60 S 6 1 12~5 and 20 S 6 1 l2e5o The failure of this specimen occurred 
by lateral buckling. The final deflected shc:rpe is sho'tm in Figo 161: 
15 a Test Results for Specimen 6YO S 6 1 12<ti 
This specimen Has the first specimen in lJhich the lateral 
load 1.JSS applied in the vleak direction. Eecause of t.he great lateral 
stability, complete failure of the specimen was not obtained before the 
usable limit of the apparatus 1.Jas reachedD Since this specimen vIas not. 
severly damaged during the initial loading1 it ~as reloaded in the 
opposi te direction. The final d€J£lccted shape is shm-ln in Figo 170 
In the initial test of this specioen the load-dp.flection and 
moment-strain relationships vlere obtainedo These !"elationships9 in a 
dimensionless formi are shoun in Figso 18 and 19 res}.:ectivelyo 
For the reload test only the load-deflection relationship was 
obtained 0 With this information the load-deflection relationship fo~ 
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the complete loading cycle was obtained and. is sho"t.JI1 in Fig. 20(1 From 
the figure it is obvious th8t the unloading curves are nearly at the 
same slope as the initial lo~ding curve 9 decreasing slightly 8S the 
18 
number of' unloadings is increased. Also it can be seen that the initi-
ation of a nonlinear load-deflection relationship for the reloading 
occurs at a smaller lateral load than was required in the initial 'loadingo 
16~ Test Results for Specimen 210 6 1 12.5 
As in the case of specimen 6yo 6 1 1205 it was not possible 
to obtain sufficiently large deformations of the specimen to produce a 
docrease in its load carrying capacity. fuwever, for this specinen the 
deflections uere lorge enough to produce lccal buclr~ing of the compression 
flan{~7eSo lUsc yielding occurred in the l,·}eb of the section near the 
connection det~il. The final deflected shape is ShOvffi in Fig. 210 
The load-deflcction and moment-strain relationships, in a 
dimel1sionless form, are shoWl:) in Figs.a 10 and 11!) 
170 Com;earison of the Test Results for the 6 1 1205 13eam-Columns 
The tests performed thus far provide same information about 
the response of beem-colunms 1·dth a 6 1 12~5 section~ loaded to produce 
bending about either principal sy..is and the effect of an axial load for 
the case of bending about the strong axis. For the case of bending 
about the strong axis, (specimens 60 S 6 1 1205 and 20 S 6 1 1205)0 the 
most noticeable difference between the behaviors of the two specimens 
was in the magnitude of the shearing forceso In the short specimen 9 
(20 S) 9 these forces uere sufficiently large for yielding to occur 
throughout the web of the specimeno Fram the moment-strain relationships 
shown in Figo 12 the effect of the shear yes to reduce the resisting 
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moment for any p3rticular IImgni tude of the maximum fiber strain. The 
remaining differences were generally determined ~y the lateral stiff-
19 
ness of the specimens Hhich controlled when and h01-1 the failure developedo 
The influence of an axial load on the response of a 6 1 1205 
be2ID. 'With bending about the strong axis is shown in Figso 11 and 120 
In Fig. 11 the load-deflection relationships are ShOvffi for the three 
6 1 1205 beamso It can be seen that the effect of the axial load is 
to decrease the magnitude of the lateral load and to cause the lateral 
load to decrease vlhen the center deflection became sufficiently largeo 
The moment-strain relationship does not present so concise 
an interpretation. III Figo 12 it can be seen that~ as expected 9 the 
moment-strain relationship for the axially loaded specimen lies beneath 
the relationship for specimen 60 S 6 1 1205 dt~ng the initial portions 
of the inelastic action 0 iIo"\.;ever 9 when the maxirrn.:nn strain 'Has greater 
tlmn approximately four times the elastic limit strain the resisting 
moment for the axially beam-column was greater than the resisting 
nonent for the 60 S speciLJ.en 0 This discrepancy can be explained by 
considering the node of the failure of the specimenso In the case of 
specimen 60 S 6 1 1205 the lateral buckling failure started to develope 
soon aft-er the elastic limit Has exceeded. This failure did not re-
suIt in a decrease in capacity but did prevent the lateral load from 
increosing above the load obtained i-Ihen the maximum strain was approxi-. 
mately three times the elastic limit straino For the axially loaded 
specimen the lateral buckling node of failure did not develope until 
the ma."'{iratun strains vIera large 9 the increased stability of specimen 
42 S 6 1 1205 resulting from the decreased length of the specimeno 
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Hhen the specimens yere loaded in the '\-Ieak direction the length 
of the specimen, (and thus the shear forces), had no apparent influence 
on the moment-strain relationship. There were 9 hot-rever 9 some discrep-
ancies in the 1oad-deflection relationships, shovm in Fig. 18. The 
reason for these discrepancies is not yet knowno 
180 Test Results for Specimen 40 S 4 H 1300 
The dimensionless load-deflection and moment-strain relation-
ships for this specimen are shown in Figso 22 and 23, respectivelyo It 
should be noted that -~~e moment capacity for this specimen is larger 
than llOuld normally be expected for this particular cross section shape 
since -wide flange and I cross sections generally have approx:irJ.ately a 
15 to 20 per cent increase in moment capacity over the elastic limit 
moment.. However, for this specimen the indicated moment capacity is 
ap~:'roximately 40 per cent greater than the elastic lind t momento HOvl-
ever 9 for tr~s specimen the stress-strain curves obtained fron static 
tension tests indicate that the material has been sub.jected to cold 
rolling or working during fabrication~ In Table III the effects of 
tLis cold worldng are indicated by the relatively high yield stresses 
occurring throughout _the cross section~ The effects of this cold work-
ing9 as reflected in the stress strain c1rrves of the material, could be 
included in the theoretical predictions of the specimen response. The 
final failure of this specimen, as sho't-ln in Fig. 2l .. , 1..J'8S by lateral 
buckling 0 
19w Test Results for Specimen 't15 S I~ H 12..& 
In this test tl"·e sFBcil'lsn \-1flS subjected to cotlbined bending 
and axial loado For this test the control of the axial load 'Has not 
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sufficiently sansi tive and the lond fluctuated approxir,1stely ten per 
cent about its averaee value of 16.6 kips per sq. in. IIo1.JGver 9 the 
test results were not Dpparently chan2~d by these variationso }Tom 
Table III it can be noted that the material properties for this speci-
men are ClPproximately the same in both r.1o£:l1i tude and distribution BS 
the properties for specimen ll-O S 4. l;~ 13QO. 
In Figs", 22 and 23 are shv\·m the dir:ensionless load-deflec·-
tion and mOIilent-strzin relC)tionsnips-, rcspcctivelyo These relation-
21 
ships CEln be rSDdily conp!lred with the results for SpeC12:1Cn 1",0 S 1!- H 13,,00 
In 'Fi[o 25 the experinentally deter::rl.ncd nOI!:ent strain relation-
s}1ip is sl1o'\v7i ~.;:j th tr:e bending mOl' ent subdivided into the contri b.1tio:n 
of tbe axial load and the lateral lODd to the cending n0T18nt., 'IDe flex--
1:rr',=:1 strGin used in the moncnt-st:cDin rcl ~~tions:hip is one-holf of t.he 
diffC"rences in the :,W:d:,il~ fiber strL:ins for tho to':) uncI cotton f3C2S ~ 
As tll8 d" for:J.<.:tion of the sp8cinon continued the lateral load gre:dually 
t~'2 ::.;:1 dOHard deflsction t:-eCSTJC ap.i.~rccicble the latorDl lO:Jd decr8?sed 
r:c:.'jidl:f to zero GYld the deflection of the spcci::-:1en '.{as continued T .. Ji th 
tr:s· D:A-ial load only c After this occurred the deflnction could be stoPf>0d 
or;ly ce deCrO[iSing tl:e applied axial loado 7ho fiD2.1 deflected. Sh8~B 
2C" Comparison of the Test Results for SD8CiIJ.ens 4.0 S 4 1-£ 13 0 0 81"4 
415 S 4 H 1360 
In Fieso 22 and 23 tbe load~deflection end rJomen~strcin 
rclCltionships for tr...ese specimens are sho~m9 In both of these figures 
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the elastic li~~t load 9 monent 9 center deflection or strain was the 
v~11ue obtained for the test of specimen 40 S 4. H 13000 
From Fig. 22 it can be seen that the najor effect of the 
axial load 10/as to reduce the nsximm 8p~)lied load !lnc1 to cause the 
applied lateral load to decrease soon after the maximum load \·las 
applieoo In ad{ition, the initiol elastic portion of the load-de-
flection relationship is considerably shorter for the axially londed 
specineno Tp~s slope is slightly less than the slope for the s~~ci­
:men ~,lithout the axial load. t~nother difference is in the response of 
the specimens during tho failUl'e 0 Hi thout the axial load the capacity 
of -tl~c s~)8ci:men did not decrease during the develop~1eDt of the lCJteral 
buckli.11g failU1'"eo '.Fho]:) the axial load "\12S added the cOubination of 
the lateTnl nrJd sideHcrd cleflpctions res·uJ.. ted in rather I:wrked de-
cr88ses in. the lntcral capEcity of the speci~enQ 
22 
The mODantc-.str<:in relationships SLOiTn in FicG 23 also rev831 
the influence of the n..:cial load on the res:ponse of the specLl1en.. The 
r::.ost noticeable feature is -chat the relationship for the axially loaded 
specimen lies VIell belo"!J t11e relaticn~hip for the case of no a:dol load·~ 
21", Gooparison of the Test Results 
In comparing the re~m~ ts of the tests on the bean-column 
Spcci.l1l0DS certain features of t1:19 speciI:1en response yare of a general 
TIcr::;:...u-e and 't-l!lITc::nt discus.sior. in fl geber81 quali tntive naturel; For 
al~~ oZ these tests 1-lhich ~·:ere [€:rfoZTJ.ed on specimens loaded in the 
8'0::"'J:-£][; direction the final f~ilure 't·ms by l~teral buckling 1-1hich de-
veloped after the clastic lim t had been passed 0 In t..~e case of the 
short specimens9 (20 S 3 1 705 8nd 20 S 6 1 1205) 9 t.he lateral buck",. 
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ling was accompanied qy, and possibly preceeded qy, local buckling of 
the compression flangeso This l~cal buckling for the 6 1 1205 proba~ 
triggered the final lateral buckling by OCcurring in an antisywnetric 
manner 0 1fuen the beam-columns \Vere loaded in the ~.zeak direction it 
was not possible to deform the specimens sufficie.ntly for s decrease 
in load carrying capac! ty even though the compression flanges9 in the 
CBse of the shorter specimens, did buckle locallyo This indicates? 
that for these tests and for the amounts of deformations obtained ~~re~ 
lateral buckling is the general mode of failure and that local buck-
ling induces failure by providing a loss in symmetrj of the cross sec-
tion which results in the lateral buckling modeo 
In addition to the character of the f8ill~e some comments 
C8D be made about the general form of the inelastically deforned re-
Cions of the beam columnso In this series of tests? the Hplastic 
l'"'D.l1ges i1 appearing exhibit cert.ain characteristics vlhich reflect the 
leading conditions 0 Hhen the specimens were reasonably long and the 
effects of shear were small the hinges noted by means of whi teuash 
l-Jere nearly perpendicular to the axis of the specimen and existed over 
aD appreciable length of specimen 0 T'nis is ShOlln in Figll Zl-so HOOn 
the shearing forces increased the character of the binge also changedo 
For large shear stresses present in specimen 20 S 6 1 1205 the hinge 
exhibited a combination of the flexural yielding and of shear yielding 
in the regions of high moment 0 Hhen the moment decreased the yield-
ing became parallel to the a'"'Cis of the sf€cimen and occurred only in 
the v19b of' the sectiono This is shm·m in Figo V-be. For the rodal 
load tests run thus far the length of the specimens was such that 
shear forces Yere snallo Thus the hinge formed in these specimens 
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should be primarily flexural in character. In Fig 0 Z7-c the hinge is 
shOml G From this figure it can be seen that this hinge differed from 
the one obtained 'tuthout the axial load (Figo Zl-a) by the increased 
penetration from the compression faceo 
In all of the cases mentioned above the hinge did not form 
at the face of the stub but, occurred at some distance from this face., 
In general the location of the point of the hinge could be taken as 
approximately one half of the depth of the vleb from the face of the 
stubc The axial load tends to push the hinge point towards the face 
of the stub, the amount being dependent on the magnitude of the a...nal 
load o 
Thus far in the program only two tests have been perfomed 
Hi "ch combined axial and bel1ding loads 0 In both of these tests the 
eflect of the axial load on the load-deflection relations:bip 1.-lBS 
appreciable. As shovIn in Figs. 11 and 22 the arial load reduces the 
elastic stiffness of the bea~olumns~ This reduction in stiffness 
is accompanied by a decrease in the m~~imum load and a deca.1 of the 
applied lateral load after the maxirrru.n load has been applied. The rate 
of d8cay is apparently a function of the magnitude of the a~al load 
cODbined ld th the shape of the cross section and the mechanical proI:erco 
ties of the material. The influence of the axial load is realized in 
tHO '.Jays ~ First the moment strain relationship is affected by the 
. ax~al load and, secoDd~ the a~ial load also contributes to the bencdng 
moments along the speci~en. 1n Figs. 12 and 23 the effect of the a:CLal 
l08d on the moment strain relationship is shoYno In Figo 23 the in-
fluence of the a~al load is large Bhile in Figo 12, the influence of 
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the axial load is small. Thus, for the 6 1 1205 section, tho axial 
load -Hill be only slightly important for its influence 011 the nO!:lent-
strain relationship if the axial load IS small and "--Ii thin t.he range 
25 
generally found in actual structures. H01-1eVer, the effect of the axial 
load on the load-deflection relationship may be large since the can-
tribution of the axial load to the bending moment is a function of the 
deflections of the specimen, and 9 once the maxiDum moment capacity is 
approached the lateral load must be decreased for equilibrium of the 
From the load-deflcction relationslups it can be seen that, 
in the cases uhere no axial load was applied s the lateral load increased 
~}it,h the deflection until tbe fail1.tre condition 1:ms developedtt The 
rare of increase of the lateral load HClS less than tbe Tate for the 
original elastic loading condition" :'Jhen 8D axial load ~,.ras added, the 
ra-c·e of increase of the lateral load after t.he elClst.ic lini t. uas ex ... 
ceeded was found to be less than the rate for SPSCiT:J.(:DS tested ui t.hout; 
th~ axial load 0 :Jhen the axial load \-1as If.l:i."'ce 9 as in the Celee of speci"" 
men 42 S /J,. H 13 .. 0., the lateral load decreased 1-1i th increasing deflection 
soon after the maxiJllUn1 load i..,ras applied to the speci:leno 
In the future nore detailed information on the influence of 
the a::da1 load 'I.-rill be available 110 At this tine some Hork is h2ing done 
on thG effect of the ~~i8l l08d on the !:lament-strain relationship for 
several types of cross section 'tvhich 'Hill be representDti~lTe of the 
colurrrns t..'lhich wight be used in full scale structu.r8s.. liso included 
in this study is the deterninatioIJ of the influence of an anal load 
on the load-deflcction relatiol1smpo 
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III. lIONSYlvIt1ETRIC I\L BENDING 
During the past year an investigr:tion Has started on the re-
sponse of beam-column type specimens to loads applied in a direction 
which results in bending about both of the principnl axes of the sectioDo 
Thus far the investig3tion has been concerned ·Hith the analytical trea1:,a,. 
ment of the problernQ From the results of the analytical study the 
testing plan has been arranged and the apparatus required for these 
tests has been desienedo 
From the analytic~l study it h~s usco~e apparent that the 
effects of nonSj~etrical loading cOLditions can best be presented in 
tha form of an interoctioIJ diagr~T] uhich uill relate the tending Doments 
r\bou.t the principal 2xes of the section as e f-cmctior; of the maxinum 
fiber strain or the c7epth of penetl'6tio11 of the inelastically strained 
82terlfll.. For the CDse of ideal plastici ty~ for -:'Ihich yielding occurs 
at 8 constmJt stress "\·;ri tb.out str<:in hsrdening9 os shown in Figo 28s-
the r.loments about the prilJcipBl axes are related to t ..... 11e properties of 
tha plElstic 2nd elastic portions of the ero::: s scctioTI81 area b->j the 
follc'..-!ing 
1·1he!'9 ~ 
re18tionships~ 
(1) r e (I8 ¢)/v + Q~J H = f I (I cos fJ)/v sin x e x e -zy e 
(2) H = f tIe cos ¢)/v - (_e sin ¢)/v + ~J y e x:; e ly e 
¢ = the anC1e bet1,·men the r.eutrnl axis and t.he "x-x" aus 
r = the yield stress of the r.1Dte~ial 
e 
v = the distDnce f:rom the neutral Dxis to the depth of pene-
e tration of the inelastlcallystrained oaterial 
I = the second r-oneni of the area about the &~S indicated by 
the subscript 
gST~CTED 
RlSTRICTED 
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Q == the first noment of the area about the axis indicated by 
the subscript 
Superscript e refers to the ar~D of the cross section Hhi~h 
is elastic 
Superscript p refers to the area of the cross section lmich 
is inelastically strained 
~'!i th equations (1) and (2) the reletionship between the bend-
ing monents can be deternined as a function of the angle of rot8tion of 
the neutral a-dso In Fig. 28 the internction diagram for an idealized 
6 B 15 c5 section is sho\mo On this dia,GrEl7n ths lines of imr-ending in-
elastic r€3ponse and the line for 't.J'hich the entire cross section is in-
elastically deforned is shm·m ~ In adc'i tion to these interactiol1 lines9 
curves for uh1ch the angle of inclination of the neutr81 axis to the 
Iix .... x lT Dxis rer.:.Dins .5 constant are shouno It should b€ noted that lines 
of constant slope on the interaction diagr~3:1 refer t.o poths of C02Jstant 
di:;:-ectio21 of l02dingo From the dineraw it c&n be see!; that thf) incli:n2-
tion of the ncutrDl axis CDr. VUljT considerably during a t.est i~'] \.'~-:.:L8h 
the load is applied in a constant directioTIQ 
Decause of the rotDtion of the TlG!ltral ans 6S a function of 
t}:e moxir:n.nn fiber strain., it has been decIded th.st9 for the eXI:€ril:a;:·ntal 
inv8stigr.tion, the .pos1 tion of the neutral axis ~.;ill be set at 8 defiTIite 
pcsi tion at the center of the specimen 0 tit all other points clone the 
a::ds of the sp2cililen the position of the neutral o:d.s ~Jill 1::e detcr1:dned 
~l the direction of the losd applic~:tion., this direction being de+fi3rmined 
by the retia of the loads rec:uired to IJaintf.11n the pasi tion of the nall-
-eral oy:is at tl~e center of the specimen. L-;/ using this method of -test-
ir-g t..."'-1.e direction of the load flpplicDtion 1Jill VC.F;J throughout tbe test 
as can be seen by the variation of the angle of lond apulic8tioTI for a 
RESTRICTED 
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path of constant angle of inclin~tioD of the neutral ~Cls as sho~~ in 
the interaction diagram~ The above testing method was selected be-
cause, lTy construining the fOsi tioD of the neutral axis at· the CGllter 
of the specimen, the specimen can be loaded by a single jDck pulling 
the specimen, the constreining forces being supplied by a guide Sj-s-
temQ To deterT'li ne the loads applied to the si~ecinen both the hori-
zOl1tBl Dnd vertical components of the end reactions VIill be I.1easv.rcdo 
This procedure is considerably simpler than atta~pting to test the 
sr::€ciulens under conditions of constnnt direction of lo!!d application 
since, if the direction of the lo~dine; t.-lere !:JaintBined ot a constant 
value, some method \Jould be required to have tl:e loadinG position 
move i-Ii th the specimen tb..roughout the test.. This adju.straent. 1,-lOuld be 
rc~uired since the S~:QCi2en deflects ~long a p3th differing fran the 
liDe of 3ction of the applied forceo It is felt thot, if the 8nalysis 
C811 ~::e confir:J.ed for the condition of cor:strc.ined posi tioD of the 
l1eutrol axis 9 'c,lle [malysis Hill also bE,; valid for conditions of: con-
stcnt direction of load 3pp~icntiono 
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I~ I~ ,~ 
S]?8'cimen 
Numbel~ 
60 s 3 I 
20 s 3 I 
705 
7c5 
60 s 6 I 12 .. 5 
20 s 6 I 12,,5 
/,,2 s 6 I 1205 
6yO s 6 I 1.2,,5 
ZfO s 6 I )2,,5 
4- (J S l~ r-1 13 u 0 
415 s l~ H 1300 
(1) DDd ~;~ 
(4) 
TtJ3IE I 
COllp.9rison of the BeDrl,-",Column Specimens 
'--'-l--~'--"--'---Test Direction 
Section 0f 
(1) I DeTJding 
Span Connection I Axial 
tueen Detail Load 
actions (3) (4) He 
(2) 
~~:... 
- . 
3 I ?v5 HX=Xtl ]:J 't,,-2 Jl\", 11 A" NONE 
t~"'"2 ~lfl .. itA" NONE 3 I '105 nx.=x~r p 'I' 
6 I 12,,5 fiX_X" 12 't~"",2 if.! ... "A" NONE 
6 I 1205 ilX""'X J7 ;~ ·t ...... 2 1.)1 .. "A" NONE 
'tc .... 2 li'lo itA" 10,,6 kai 6 I 1205 
,0) 
li:}(''''''X il (') 
6 I 12 05 lIyw.yil 12 'to .... 2, int- (i,A" NONE 
6 I 12,,5 fly:.."yll If 't" .... 2 iUQ riA" NONE 
4. N 13,,0 "x-XU 8 'to=2 iflo "AU NONE 
4· H 1,3,,0 ttx=xll 8 '-(-,v..,,2 inc; "Aft 16e6 ksi 
-----
Notation from the tlISC ~>te81 COTwtl'uctlon Hmldbook" 
A detail drcH.Jing of thiB connection is shoWl in It"'igo 1 
This is the nondlHll axial load in kips r;er squnre inch based on the cross 
section ar$£.)8 from the hISC Steel Construction H[]ndbook; 
(r. 
tJ:j 
0 
8 
r::i 
~ 
t-3 
H ~ ~ 0 
0 ...:J 
Eq ~ ,..:., 
~ 
H 
0 
~ 
~ 
TlillLE II 
Summery of' the Bemr.-Golunm Test Results 
Specimen Elastic Haxo Elastic limit Hnxo Elastic 
Number L:bnit Load Bending Bending Limit 
Load kips Nomen'G Nomont Center 
Idps in.-kips in.-ldps Defleo-
tlon j,nQ 
~ 
1-3 
~ 
~ 
60 S 3 I ?~5 2;)12 2073 7307 92Q8 1.12 
20 S 3 r 7015 6$0 13.25 60 0 0 13205 0 0 175 
60 S 6 r 12105 't .C6 9 .. 44 24,0 322 Gor/l 
20 S 6 r 12.5 26,,20 52.25 262 526 0.123 
42 S 6 I 12~5 8.'13 13.SS 2Cf1 332 O~30 
6YO S 6 I 1.2.5 lfi59 2,,f19 5400 lOBe/" l~'"fl 
2YO S 6 I 12.5 5e37 13~5 53~7 13500 O~276 
j¥ 0 S 4 M 1.3. 0 9Q62 15~B 212 348 01061 
4J., S I". M 13ilO 6~09 8025 170 226 Oa55 
Max 0 
Center 
Deflec-
tion in~ 
1100 
4Q72 
7~34 
3462 
20M. 
1402 
6031 
4.28 
3024 
Hode 
of 
Failure 
Lateral 
Lateral 
Lateral 
Local 
Lateral 
None Obtained 
Local 
Lateral 
Lateral 
(J) 
t:r:J 
o 
~ ~~ 
1-3 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
H 
o 
~ 
\,.) 
o 
Speelmen 
Nurllber 
~ 60 S 3 I 7q5 
~ 
~ 
Cl 
~ 
20 S :3 I 7.5 
60 s 6 I 12,,; 
20 S 6 I 12., 
42 S 6 I 12.5 
6yo s 6 I 12~5 
2YO S 6 I 12.5 
40 s 4 :H 13.0 
415 s 4 fvI 13.0 
TABII~ III 
Summary of the Yield stresses Obtained from TensiolQ Coupons 
(The yield stress is based on a OG2 r-arcent offset) 
Looation of the Coupon in the Cross Section 
Near Tips of Center .Junction of 
the Fllmgea of' Flange Flange and Web 
(Av. or 4 Coupons) (Avo of 2 Coupons) (Av. of 2 Coupons) 
39 lJ 200 psi 37 ,300 psi .. u. ...... _ 
26,600 psi ! 35 t 700 psi -_ ....... 
39,100 psi : 3B,000 psi 46,800 psi ; 
39,600 psi 37,800 psi 48!jOOO psi 
48,200 p~i 39,200 psi. 52,700 psi 
459500 pai 46,800 psi 51,000 psi 
48~900 psi 37 ,600 psi 50,800 pal 
57,100 psi [,.2,600 psi 679500 pei 
58,200 psi 38,300 psi 699400 psi 
Center 
of 
Web 
34;900 psi 
.36,800 psi 
42,700 psi 
42,300 pai 
46,600 p3i 
- .. -..... 
-_ ..... -
66,000 psi 
59,500 psi 
: 
! 
I 
i 
(f) 
t.lj 
o 
~ ~ 
J.3 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
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Fig. 6-a. Assembled Axial Load Apparatus 
Fig. 6-b. Axial Load Jacking System 
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Fig. 9-0. Deflected Shape of Speci men 60 S 3 I 7.5 
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Fig. 9-b. Plan View of Specimen 60 S 3 I 7.5 
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Fig. 10-a. Final Deflected Shape of Specimen 20 S 3 I 7.5 
Fig. 10-b. Plan View of Specimen 20 S 3 I 7.5 
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FIGURE 12 
MOMENT STRAIN RELATIONSH IP FOR THE 
12.5 BEAMS LOADED IN THE STRONC; DIRECTION 
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Fig. 13-0. Final Deflected Shape of Specimen 60 S 6 I 12.5 
Fig. 13-b. Plan View of Specimen 60 S 6 I 12.5 
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Fig. 14-0. Final Deflected Shape of Speci men 20 S 6 I 12.5 
Fig. 14 b. Plan View of Specimen 20 S 0 I 12.5 
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Fig. 16-0. Final Deflected Shape of Specimen 42 S 6 I 12.5 
Fig. 16-b. Plan View of Specimen 42 S 6 I 12.5 
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Fig. 17. Final Deflected Shape of Specimen 6YO S 6 I 12.5 
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Fig. 21. Final Deflected Shape of Specimen 2YO S 6 I 12.5 
Fig. 21-b. Local Buckling of Specimen 2YO S 6 I 12.5 
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MOMENT-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS 
FOR THE 4 M 13.0 BEAMS 
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Fig. 24-0. Final Deflected Shape of Specimen 40 S 4 M 13.0 
Fig. 24-b. Plan View of Specimen 40 S 4 M 13 0 
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Fig. 26-0. Final Deflected Shape of Specimen 415 S 4 M 13.0 
Fig. 26-b. Plan View of Specimen 415 S 4 M 13.0 
Fig. 27-b. Typical Shear 
Hinge for the 
6 I 12.5 Section 
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Fig. 27 -c. Typi cal Hinge 
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